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Weekend update hosts

Keep up with the latest daily buzz with buzzfeed daily's newsletter! Sunday morning I did 6 sets of squats. Why 6? Isn't that overkill? Well, yes, it's for most goals (fat loss, muscle building), but not when you need to improve your squatting skills for strength. And that's what I want to do... So after all these years of squatting, I'm still learning
how to do it right for maximum strength. Hopefully one day I'll figure it out and actually get strong. The six sets helped today. That made some of the lessons recently posted by Dave Tate (@underthebar on www.Twitter.com). And I won't be too sore tomorrow because of three factors 1) low number of reps per set (so total volume wasn't
excessive) 2) I'm still taking 3g of vitamin C and I really think its helping reduce soreness (or its playing wonderful mind tricks on me) 3) I'm used to a lot of squatting in the first place. Today's exercises: 1A) Squats - 6 sets of 5 (between 275 and 335) 1B) Face Pulls 2) Full Olympic Squats (175x12) - I guess that makes 7 sets 3A) Hanging
Raises Knee Presses (3x10) 3B) Good Mornings (2x8 @ 200) Yesterday's workout: 1A) DB flat flat presses (75x4x8) 1B) rows (175x3x8) 2A) DB incline presses (45x4x15) 2B) DB Row (4x10 @ 95) 3A) DB Curls (can't remember weights) 3B) Close grip Pushups 3C) Cable External Rotations (need to strengthen these before I run into
trouble) Light kettlebell lifting and tomorrow (and heavy snow shoveling), Craig Ballantyne, CSCS, CSCS, MS ****Craig Ballantyne, CSCS, is a Men's Health Fitness Advisor and is also the creator of the Bodyweight 500 Workout and the author of Turbulence Training. To get your FREE Sample Turbulence Workout and Fat Loss Meal Plan
for Guys, click here. Click here for TT 2K4 and all TT for Fat Loss progams This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported into this page to help users provide their email addresses. You might be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Thursday, SNL announced that it would add chief
writer Colin Jost to the Weekend Update anchor team as soon as Seth Meyers leaves to host Late Night. While it's lovely to think that another comedian is coming into our lives, Jost's appointment isn't entirely necessary. It just so happens that Meyers got a new co-host earlier this year in newly promoted cast member Cecily Strong, who
was lucky to get a Tina Fey endorsement on his first night on the hallowed Update desk. The transition from Meyers to Strong seemed anything but set: SNL was weening us off of Meyers by adding the next update anchor to the mix early, so that when February came, we'd be ready to let go and move on with Stark. But now we're not just
losing the face we've trusted to do jokes about the week's biggest stories and field questions from drunk uncle over the past seven years, we win a one one, and a face that, frankly, is not even entirely necessary. Rather than allow Strong to become the first solo woman anchor on Weekend Update since Jane Curtin took over for Chevy
Chase in 1976, thereby putting some faith in the series' largely young cast, the series believed it would make more sense to give her a security blanket in the form of SNL's lead author, Jost. But here's a thought: Maybe she doesn't need one. Some folks may disagree that Strong could host this week's news commentary sketch on their
own, but fear not. I came prepared:But Cecily never gets as many laughs as SethIt can appear that way, especially because when she first started on the desk she was a little unsure of her delivery, but now we're halfway through the season. Audiences have gotten used to her delivery and style comedy, and she gets as cordial of an
answer as Seth. In addition, Strong flew solo during CES in January and she was amazing. But Weekend Update is supposed to host two PeopleBullshit. If we're going to get really technical, not only has Meyers hosted the newsy sketch alone since Amy Poehler left SNL in 2008, Weekend Update was also conceived as a one anchor
sketch back when it hosted Chevy Chase. There was also a period in the 80s where SNL's news sketch was not called Weekend Update, but rather SNL Newsbreak and later The Saturday Night Live News.The segment eventually returned to the name Weekend Update, but clearly, the format is not impenetrable for adaptation. But
Weekend Update is always hosted by director WriterFalse. Weekend Update has included the lead author as one of two anchors since 2000, when lead author Tina Fey took over the desk with her co-host Jimmy Fallon. Since then, each Weekend Update anchor desk has included head SNL writers — Fey or Meyers — except for 2006,
when Horatio Sanz joined Poehler while Fey was on maternity leave. The bottom line is that the chief author tradition is a relatively new rule that doesn't necessarily have to be followed. But we're going to Miss SethYes, of course we're going to miss Seth. That doesn't mean we need a skinny white guy to sit in the desk he once occupied.
We missed Jimmy Fallon when he left the anchor table, and guess who they replaced him with? The adorable, ruthlessly funny heroine of comedy (and let's be honest, of life in general) Amy Poehler, who wasn't a tall, gawky dude, but a small, blonde pixie woman. And I don't know if you've seen any new Golden Globes telecasts, but that
revolutionary pairing seemed to work fine. But Colin Jost is FunnyHe'd better be — he's the chief writer of the biggest sketch comedy show in America. That doesn't mean he needs to share the tasks that Strong is fully capable of handling on his own. So, if you disagree, more power to you: You're the one who gets your wish when Jost
puts on a tie during the February 1 episode of SNL. Maybe not gloat ing at it. Pictures: Wifflegif; 8 of your English hours), I'll be heading to BirdFair for the weekend. I'll see you there? Watch the guy wearing a Robot tee shirt; Come say hello if you see me. UPDATEAwww. am I the only British birdwatcher on the site? Still, it was fun
weekend - came Friday morning, met my dad at the coffee shop, and 30 seconds later we bumped into the guide from his last trip to Guyana! In addition to gazzillions of pounds-worth of optical equipment to drool over (Swaro's scope I liked costs almost as much as my car), there were birdwatching resorts all over the planet (equadorians
were over the moon because the British can now fly there via Mexico instead of having to go through the U.S. immigration hassle twice (and come back is)). We are now considering Le Perche as a destination, so that I can go birdwatching while the others go to EuroDisney.Numerous talks and lectures. Just a Linnet. Non-UK readers
won't get reference, but it's a lot more fun than it sounds in print, especially when one of the contestants (Nick Baker) doesn't know the rules... Call my Ruff (another British thing) (I didn't get to it)Conversations of all kinds of birdwatchers and naturalists. The couple who spent 2008 visiting 27 countries in a calendar year to see just over
4,300 species and set world records (beating the former (American) holder in a taut hat). The guy who's reintroducing European beavers to Scotland, a dragonfly-spotting workshop (I found a couple of male Brown Hawkers (Aeshna grandis) with a territorial battle!), and a talk from Chris Packham on how much he cheats with his wildlife
photography – Photoshop is his friend!) It was a great weekend, and I'll go again, but not for a couple of years, unless I happen to be passing on a Sunday (free admission for RSPB members on Sundays). Play catch up on the blog today. It's been a crazy travel week. First Denver, then NYC/Stamford, then Toronto, now back to Denver.
We're live on Sunday afternoon! Find out all the details about it and get the exact 4-Minute Miracle as thousands of people like you used to build an amazing body here: - In a LIVE event on Sunday, I'll share a secret that will allow you to build an amazing body in just 4 minutes a day. It's perfect for busy people who don't have time to
waste. My #meathead training today: Deadlifts, Good Mornings, Military Press, Bulgarian Split Squat. More videos! This workout is too much for an off-day workout, but if you ever need a body weight-only fat loss workout, then here's a good circuit to have – Today's Kickbutt Mindset Tip: Doing the right things gives you less stress and
more results. It can't be easier than that. So your job is to make the right things easier to do. That means staying away from environments that tempt you to make the wrong decision. This means spending less time with the people who tempt to make bad choices. You only have one life. It can be right and simple, or or and frustrating. We
all know what to do. Now it's time to do it. Your real goal is to figure out how to honor your calling, and get paid for it. If you can do it, that makes your life so much easier. - Oprah And so with the advice, let's get clear on: A) What you want to do B) What you can do C) What you are willing to do If the answers to all three of these questions
are not congruent, then you will always struggle. Period. And here's a dirty little secret. It's all right. Maybe you don't want to be successful. This means that you just have to go back and adjust your answers to A and B based on C. For the answers to C really determines your position in life. You can't change everything that's wrong in this
big big world, but you can have an impact, even if it's just a small, positive impact on a stranger who gets a smile from you on the street today. There is so much we can do for others, and in the end, what we do for other ports benefits us 10-fold. So let's do this. Let's make our little worlds amazing today. Craig Ballantyne, CTT Turbulence
Certified Trainer PS - Did you hear about this...... There I was, out on an innocent dog walk, when I arrived about 50 feet (or what felt like much less) from death. Read all about my recent near-death experience. Stay safe! This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported into this page to help users enter their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content piano.io piano.io
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